
START CHARGING IN THE FAST LANE 
With the adorne® & radiant® Ultra-Fast Plus  
Power Delivery  USB Outlets 
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Meet the need for speed and get your customers to a full 
battery sooner, with Legrand’s new Ultra-Fast Plus Power 
Delivery USB Outlets. 

2 future-proof USB Type-C ports. 
Features two USB Type-C ports in a duplex outlet to provide convenient built-in charging for new and  
even future mobile devices – without sacrificed plugs or bulky adapters.

Multilayered overcurrent protection.
Engineered to keep both the outlet and personal devices safe, preventing the risk of damage or  
fire due to excess current or overheating. 

Indicator lights for charging status. 
Includes an LED light for each USB Type-C port, letting users check the status at a glance – light shows  
yellow to confirm charging is in progress, then turns green once the device battery reaches  90% charged.  

2x the speed.
Equipped for advanced Power Delivery, the outlet negotiates peak charging performance for  
connected devices, reaching speeds up to 2X as fast when charging Power-Delivery enabled devices.    
Quick installation.  
Installs easily in place of a standard outlet in as little as 15 minutes.  

Dependable quality.
Extending Legrand’s range of USB charging solutions, this device is manufactured through high-quality  
design, sourcing and production to offer dependable performance backed by a Lifetime guarantee. 

Discreet tamper-resistance.
Protects children from inserting foreign options with patented low-profile black “invisi shutter” system. 

Designer style.
Elevates any space with sleek lines and a screwless wall plate. Available from the adorne and radiant 
Collections to match any style and complement any décor.   

Combining the industry-leading amperage of our Ultra-Fast line 
with advanced Power Delivery, the outlets use intelligent charging 
to determine and deliver the precise amount of power needed by 
a device, safely increasing speeds and maximizing the charging 
potential of the latest smartphones, tablets and laptops. 


